Incidental Wildlife Sightings Record Sheet

Location: ___________________________ Time: ___________________________

Weather Conditions: ________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Species Name (use provided list and guides): _______________________________________

Number of Individuals (tally): ________________________________________________

The Species was Observed in (tick where appropriate):
   a) open eucalypt forest
   b) mangrove and/or salt marshes
   c) riparian (creekbank) vegetation
   d) thick understorey (grasses, lantana etc)
   e) regeneration and/or disturbed

The Species Behaviour was (tick where appropriate):
   a) flying
   b) feeding
   c) calling/singing
   d) nesting/breeding
   e) fighting
   f) running/hopping/slithering

The Species Observed Preferred the areas (tick where appropriate):
   a) above the tree tops (in sky)
   b) high in trees
   c) centre of trees
   d) close to the ground
   e) on the ground
   f) on/in water

Other Signs of the Species (tick where appropriate):
   a) scratchings on tree trunks
   b) scratchings on the ground (eg. diggings)
   c) scats (droppings) or pellets
   d) remains (eg. bones, feathers etc)
   e) tracks (footprints and markings)
   f) nests

Additional Notes (incl. (if you wish) explanations on behaviours, habitat use, where seen, sketches of unidentified wildlife, descriptions of other signs etc):
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________